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W H AT YO U
ARE ABOUT
TO HEAR

–––––
In mood and theme, the two symphonies
in today’s programme couldn’t be more

Mozart (1756-1791)

For his understandably un-numbered
Symphony in D, Mozart simply excised
three movements from his existing
‘Posthorn’ Serenade. The unusual, though
thoroughly convincing result, indicates,
perhaps, the seriousness with which Mozart
approached what was usually considered
‘light’ music in the original Serenade, and
also the extent to which he was also willing
to rethink what kind of music might make
up a symphony.

Symphony in D Major, after Serenade K
320 'Posthorn' (1779)
Adagio maestoso - Allegro con spirito
Andantino
Finale. Presto

Shostakovich (1906-1975)
Symphony No 14 (1969)
Adagio. 'De profundis'
Allegretto. 'Malagueña'
Allegro molto. 'Lorelei'
Adagio. 'The Suicide'
Allegretto. 'Waiting I'
Adagio. 'Waiting II'
Adagio. 'In prison'
Allegro. 'Answer of the Zaporozhian Cossacks to the
Sultan of Constantinople'
Andante. 'To Delvig'
Largo. 'Death of the Poet'
Moderato. 'Conclusion'

different. They share one quality, however:
neither is quite what we might imagine a
symphony to be, at least in a conventional
sense.

Mozart wrote his ‘Posthorn’ Serenade
in 1779 in Salzburg, for an evening’s
entertainment celebrating the end of
the University’s academic year. Indeed,
it would probably have been played
twice at that occasion: first at the Prince
Archbishop’s summer residence in the
Schloss Mirabell, and then again for the
professors back at the University itself.
The sound of the posthorn – the instrument
indelibly associated by Salzburgers with
the departing mail coach – that Mozart
features prominently in the original
Serenade would have made an appropriate
sonic reference to the graduating students
departing from their studies and heading
out into the world. The composer’s
musical joke doesn’t quite translate to his
Symphony version, however, since he omits
the movements featuring the instrument.
Nonetheless, its title remains.
Mozart selected the first, fifth and seventh
movements from his seven-movement

Mozart selected the
first, fifth and seventh
movements from his
seven-movement
Serenade to form his
Symphony, perhaps
indicating that there
had been a compact
symphony hiding amid
the Serenade’s lighter
fare all along.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Serenade to form his Symphony, perhaps
indicating that there had been a compact
symphony hiding amid the Serenade’s
lighter fare all along. After a noble yet

considered designating the piece a song
cycle, but in the end decided that since its
movements were so unified by their themes,
both musically and philosophically, it did

dramatic slow introduction, the themes
come thick and fast in his bustling
first movement, shot through with an
appropriate sense of grandeur and
celebration. The central Andantino begins
rather mournfully but soon explores a wider
range of emotions, before the dashing
finale lets out all the energy pent up earlier
in the piece, again with a plethora of
themes battling for our attention.

indeed deserve to be called a symphony.

If Mozart derived a symphony from music
he’d already written, for Shostakovich and
his Symphony No 14, the question was
more fundamental: was it a symphony at
all? With its unconventional forces (for a
symphony, at least) of soprano and bass
singers, plus percussion and strings, and
its unusual form of 11 songs, the composer

The work’s underlying theme is, quite simply,
death, a subject that Shostakovich examines
unflinchingly and unromantically. More
specifically, the composer focuses on unjust,
untimely, often violent death, of existence
snatched away for little reason, and
therefore the crucial value of a life lived to
the fullest, and to the best of one’s abilities.
He explained his motivations in the preface
to his score, also paying the necessary
respect to the Soviet authorities that had
plagued him so often during his career:
‘I want listeners to reflect upon my new
symphony, to realise that they must lead
pure and fruitful lives for the glory of their
Motherland, their people and the most

The composer considered
designating the piece
a song cycle, but in the
end decided that since
its movements were so
unified by their themes,
both musically and
philosophically, it did
indeed deserve to be
called a symphony
Dmitri Dmitriyevich Shostakovich

progressive ideas motivating our socialist
society. That is what I was thinking about
as I wrote my new work. I want my listeners,
as they leave the hall after hearing

noblest cause in the world – to fight for the
liberation of humanity. I want listeners to
this symphony to realise that “life” is truly
beautiful. My symphony is an impassioned

my symphony, to think that life is truly
beautiful.’

protest against death, a reminder to
the living that they should live honestly,
conscientiously, nobly, never committing a
base act. Death is in store for all of us and
I for one do not see any good in the end
of our lives. Death is terrifying. There is
nothing beyond it.’

Typically, he also offered a rather different
perspective on the work, this time in a
rare direct address to the audience at
its first, unofficial performance, a ‘public
rehearsal’ organised in order to circumvent
a possible ban on its official unveiling.
There, Shostakovich suggested a far more
humanistic motivation behind the work:
‘Life is man’s dearest possession. It is given
to him only once and he should live so as not
to experience acute pain at the thought of
the years wasted aimlessly or feel searing
shame for his petty and inglorious past, but
be able to say, at the moment of death, that

It’s clear that the Symphony No 14
mattered hugely to Shostakovich. And
despite its more universal significance,
it’s hard to separate its theme from the
composer’s personal circumstances at
the time he composed it. He had been
admitted into Moscow’s Kremlin Hospital
on 13 January 1969 following his second
heart attack, having never fully recovered
from his first of three years earlier, and

he has given all his life and energies to the

already suffering from the polio that would

eventually contribute to his death in 1975.
Refused visitors because of a flu epidemic
in the city, he worked at remarkable

death as such, but you can and must protest
against violent death. It's bad when people
die before their time from disease or

speed on the new work, completing the
piano score on 16 February, and the
orchestration a fortnight later. ‘I composed
very fast,’ he wrote to his friend Isaak
Glikman, ‘continually afraid while writing
the Fourteenth Symphony that something
would happen to me – that my right hand
would cease to function, that I would
suddenly go blind, etc.’

poverty, but it's worse when a man is killed
by another man.’

Even with the Symphony completed, his
fears continued, and he worried about
not living long enough for its premiere:
‘I’m afraid I’ll die soon and I want to hear
my work. The Fourteenth Symphony is a
landmark piece for me. Everything I’ve
written over the last many years has been
a preparation for this work.’ He therefore
insisted on attending every rehearsal,
despite his increasingly poor health and the
physical toll it took on him.
Following its ‘public rehearsal’ unveiling in
June 1969, it received official premieres
that September, in Leningrad and
Moscow. Perhaps unsurprisingly, there
were initial criticisms of the work as being
unremittingly pessimistic. Many dispute the
authenticity of the memoirs he recounted to
Solomon Volkov in Testimony, but in them,
Shostakovich seems to answer his accusers:

The Symphony opens with the first of two
settings of poet Federico García Lorca, who
himself died young, shot by an assassin’s
bullet during the Spanish Civil War aged
38. His ‘De profundis’ is an elegy for 100
dead lovers. Today’s conductor, Mark
Wigglesworth, has written extensively about
Shostakovich. He writes of this movement:
‘The fact that the elegy is for lovers
suggests that the victims died too young
and, as if to strengthen that implication,
Shostakovich adds to the original Lorca
text the word “passionate”. It is the first of
many changes that the composer made to
the texts, every one revealing very clearly
how he wanted these poets’ words to be
interpreted in his own piece of music. Some
victims in the Soviet Union were not even
given the dignity of a gravestone at all, and
the idea of crosses being erected “so that
they will not be forgotten by the people”
would have been of great significance for
Shostakovich. He often saw his music as
some kind of cross that could perpetuate
the memory of others.’

‘[My critics] read this idea in the Fourteenth
Symphony: “death is all-powerful”. They
wanted the finale to be comforting, to say
that death is only the beginning. But it's not
a beginning, it's the real end, there will be
nothing afterwards, nothing. I feel you must
look truth right in the eyes. To deny death
and its power is useless. Deny it or not, you'll

In the second song, Lorca’s ‘Malagueña’
throws us violently into a grimy, raucous
Spanish bar, one that Death has made its
local haunt, the percussionist’s castanets
only serving to re-emphasise a locale that
Shostakovich had already vividly described.
The mythical spirit of the Lorelei is the
focus for the almost operatic third song, in
a poem by Guillaume Apollinaire, who died
in 1918 during the ‘Spanish’ flu pandemic,

die anyway. It's stupid to protest against

aged 38. A long cello solo introduces

the fourth song, Apollinaire’s ‘Le suicidé’,
which brings what could be considered the
Symphony’s opening movement to a close.

about death is perhaps here more relevant
than ever. If you live a life inflicting pain
and suffering on others, that’s all you’ll be
remembered for.

Songs five and six – both Apollinaire
settings – surely form the Symphony’s
scherzo, and the perky xylophone melody
that begins the first of these is one of many
examples of 12-note writing in the work,
though Shostakovich’s idiosyncratic uses of
Schoenberg’s theory are a world away from
the earlier composer’s methods.
Song seven marks the beginning of the
Symphony’s slow movement. Apollinaire’s
‘À la Santé’ remembers the poet’s brief
sojourn in Paris’ Santé Prison, where he
was wrongly incarcerated for stealing
statues from the Louvre. Shostakovich
transforms Apollinaire’s poem into
what Mark Wigglesworth describes as
‘a terrifying description of the pain and
suffering of the lonely prisoner’, most
notably through a quiet, contrapuntal
interlude, played pizzicato, in which time
seems to stop entirely.
The eighth song, setting Apollinaire’s
‘Réponse des Cosaques Zaporogues au
Sultan de Constantinople’, is in some ways
the Symphony’s odd one out, the only
movement not to address death directly,
but instead to aim its vitriol against the
tyrants who cause it. The tyrant in this
case is the 18th-century Ottoman Sultan
Mehmed IV. When his forces were repelled
by Cossacks in what’s now Ukraine, he
issued an ultimatum: surrender, or be
crushed. The Cossacks’ response was a
stream of insults and invective. It’s hard
not to see the movement as Shostakovich’s
own reply to a lifetime of persecution,
bans, threats and re-education from his
Soviet oppressors, though his message

The ninth song, ‘O Delvig, Delvig’, sets the
Symphony’s only Russian poet. Wilhelm
Küchelbecker died of tuberculosis in 1846
aged 49, having been imprisoned for his
part in the failed Decembrist uprising
against the Tsar in 1825. He remembers his
friend, fellow poet Anton Delvig, himself
killed by police at the age of 33, in a poem
celebrating the enduring power of art and
friendship, sentiments that Shostakovich
surely supported.
Songs ten and eleven, both setting poems
by Rainer Maria Rilke, together form a
kind of bleak, bitter finale. The tenth, ‘Der
Tod des Dichters’, brings the Symphony
full circle with a long quotation from the
opening movement. It also serves to bring
listeners face to face with the physical
realities of death, in its unforgettable
image of a dead body resembling a piece
of rotting fruit. The two soloists sing
simultaneously for the first time in the
short, blunt closing movement, setting
Rilke’s ‘Schlußstück’. The strings accelerate
towards its close, but ultimately, the
Symphony simply stops, as if symbolising its
own underlying theme.
Whether the Symphony is unremittingly
pessimistic, or ultimately inspirational –
death’s all that awaits us, so we’d better live
well – it’s a profound and deeply cathartic
experience. It’s also a work that – almost
uniquely in classical music – dares to stare
mortality squarely and fearlessly, as
Shostakovich said, ‘right in the eyes’.
© David Kettle

LIBRETTO
Shostakovich (1906-1975)
Symphony No 14 (1969)

1. De profundis

1. De profundis

(Federico García Lorca )

(Federico García Lorca )

Russian text: Iurii Tynianov
Sto goriacho vliublennykh

Here lie the hundred lovers

Snom vekovym usnuli

lie in eternal slumber

Gluboko pod sukhoi zemleiu.

Under the dry and dusty earth.

Krasnym peskom pokryty

Andalusia’s highways are endless

Dorogi Andalusii.

beneath their crimson dust.

Vetvi oliv zelenykh

Cordoba, green olive branches

Kordovu zaslonili.

shadow the hundred crosses

Zdes’ im kresty postaviat, Chtob ikh ne zabyli liudi.

landmarks that they may not be forgotten.

Sto goriacho vliublennykh

Here lie the hundred lovers

Snom vekovym usnuli.

Lie in eternal slumber.

2. Malagueña / Malagen’ia

2.Malagueña

(Federico García Lorca )

(Federico García Lorca )

Russian text: Anatoli Geleskul
Smert’ voshla i ushla iz taverny.

There goes Death! In and out of the tavern

Smert’ voshla i ushla iz taverny.

There goes Death! In and out of the tavern

Chernye koni i temnye dushi

Coal black the horses and dark-eyed the crowd

V ushchel’iakh gitary, brodyat.

Roving through the guitars strumming, strumming.

Zapakhli sol’iu i zharkoi krov’iu

And heavy hangs the smell of salt and hot blood

Sotsvet’ia zybi nervnoi

From the fev’rish coast flowers rising.

A smert’ vse vykhodit i vkhodit,

And Death still goes out and goes in,

Vse ukhodit i vkhodit. I vse ne uidet iz taverny.

And goes in and goes out no more from the tavern

3. La Loreley / Loreleia

3. Lorelei

(Guillaume Apollinaire)

(Guillaume Apollinaire)

Russian text: Mikhail Kudinov
K belokuroi koldun’e iz Prireinskogo kraia

To the fair hair’d Rhinemaid there came suitor on suitor

shli muzhchiny tolpoi, ot liubvi umiraia.

Madden’d almost to death by her enchanting beauty

I velel ee vyzvat’ episkop na sud,

Tho’ the bishop might summon her, when she appear’d,

Vse v dushe ei proshchaia za ee krasotu.

He was mov’d to forgive her for her beauty so bright.

‘O, skazhi, Loreleia, chy glaza tak prekrasny,

‘Tell me, Lorelei, tell me, you whose eyes conquer all men,

Kto tebia nauchil etim charam opasnym?’

Led astray by what magic you go to your soul’s
damnation?’

‘Zhizn’ mne v tiagost’, episkop, i prokliat moi vzor.

‘Let me die Lord Bishop my glance is accurst.

Kto vzglianul na menia, svoi prochel prigovor.

He who once sets his eyes on my beauty is damn’d,

O, episkop, v glazakh moikh plamia pozhara,

For these eyes Lord Bishop are terrible flames

Tak predaite ogniu eti strashnye chary!’

Have me burnt at the stake with my terrible charms!’

‘Loreleia, pozhar tvoi vsesilen: ved’ ia

‘Lorelei, how can I condemn you, when my own hearts

sam toboi okoldovan i tebe ne sud’ia.’

on fire for your beauty? Only you can save me!’

‘Zamolchite, episkop! Pomolites’ i ver’te:

‘Oh say no more Lord Bishop, do not beg my caresses,

Eto volia Gospodnia predat’ menia smerti.

For ‘tis you that God has appointed to burn me

Moi liubimyi uekhal, on v dalekoi strane.

My beloved is gone to a far countree,

Vse teper’ mne ne milo, vse teper’ ne po mne.

And still onward he journeys to lands over the sea.

Serdtse tak isstradalos’, chto dolzhna umeret’ ia.

Since the day that he left me oh! My heart is aweary!

Dazhe vid moi vnushaet mne mysli o smerti.

In the mirror my features speak only of dying

Moi liubimyi uekhal, i s etogo dnia

My beloved is gone! Now my life is a dream.

Svet mne belyi ne mil, noch’ v dushe u menia.’

All the world has done dark, night is falling about me!

I trekh rytsarei vyzval episkop:

Then the bishop he summons three knights

‘Skoree uvedite v glukhoi monastyr’ Loreleiu.

'Go quickly take this woman! The cloister shall teach
her repentance.

Proch’, bezumnaia Lor, volookaia Lor!

Go magician, false Lorelei, go!

Ty monakhinei stanesh’, i pomerknet tvoi vzor.’

In the cloister your beauty will fade and will die!’

Troe rytsarei s devoi idut po doroge.

Toiling see the three knights with the girl

Govorit ona strazhnikam khmurym i strogim:

on the cliff path
And she speaks to the men walking grimly beside her

‘Na skale toi vysokoi daite mne postoiat’,

‘On the cliff top I beg you let me stand one last time!

Chtob uvidet’ moi zamok mogla ia opiat’,

Just to see in the distance the castle I love.

Chtob svoe otrazhen’e ia uvidela snova,

Let me bid one last mournful farewell

Pered tem, kak voiti v monastyr’ vash surovyi.’

to its gleaming reflection
And then take me and bury me deep in the cloisters.’

Veter volosy sputal, i gorit ee vzgliad,

And the wind stirr’d her tresses,

Tshchetno strazha krichit ei: ‘Loreleia, nazad!

in her eyes a strange glint,

Loreleia, nazad! Nazad!’

And the knights cried in horror ‘Lorelei, stand back!
Lorelei, stand back!’

‘Na izluchinu Reina lad’ia vyplyvaet,

‘Far below on the Rhine a boat comes gliding swiftly

V nei sidit moi liubimyi, on menia prizyvaet.

In it stands my beloved, and he calls to me beck’ning,
beck’ning

Tak legko na dushe. Tak prozrachna volna…’

Oh! How light is my heart! Come, beloved, come!’

I s vysokoi skaly v Rein upala ona.

Ever forward she leans and then plunges down
headlong.

Uvidav otrazhennye v gladi potoka

I saw her lying peaceful and still in the water,

Svoi reinskie ochi, svoi solnechnyi lokon.

Saw her Rhine-coloured eyes and the gleam of her
hair.

4. Le suicidé / Samoubiitsa

4. The Suicide

(Guillaume Apollinaire )

(Guillaume Apollinaire)

Russian text: Mikhail Kudinov
Tri lilii, tri lilii… Lilii tri na mogile moei bez kresta,

Three lilies pale, three lilies pale, but no cross, no cross

Tri lilii, ch’iu pozolotu kholodnye vetry sduvaiut,

Three golden dusted lilies tall, that the wind as it blows

on my grave
brushes roughly
I chernoe nebo, prolivshis’ dozhdem, ikh poroi

Their only refreshment, the rain from a thunder cloud

omyvaet,

passing above them high

I slovno u skipetrov groznykh, torzhestvenna ikh

Majestic and rare in their beauty, their stems like the

krasota.

sceptres of kings.

Rastet iz rany odna, i kak tol’ko zakat zapylaet,

The first is rooted in my wound and when the sun’s ray

Okrovavlennoi kazhetsia skorbnaia liliia ta.

gleams
It shines bleeding and raises its head, the lily of fear!

Tri lilii, tri lilii… Lilii tri na mogile moei bez kresta.

Three lilies pale, three lilies pale, but no cross, no cross

Tri lilii, ch’iu pozolotu kholodnye vetry sduvaiut.

Three golden dusted lilies tall, that the wind as it blows

on my grave
brushes roughly.
Drugaia iz serdtsa rastet moego,

The second, it springs from my heart, from my heart,

chto tak sil’no stradaet,

lying in pain in the grave

Na lozhe chervivom. A tret’ia korniamy mne rot

and eaten by worms. The third rises out of my mouth, of

razryvaet.

my mouth.

Oni na mogile moei odinoko rastut, i pusta

The lilies that blow on my desolate grave are three

Vokrug nikh zemlia, i, kak zhizn’ moia, prokliata ikh

All alone they raise their heads, all alone like me and like

krasota.

me accurs’t.

Tri lilii, tri lilii… Lilii tri na mogile moei bez kresta.

Three lilies pale, three lilies pale, on my grave, that no
cross marks!

5. Les attentives I / Na cheku

5. Waiting I

(Guillaume Apollinaire)

(Guillaume Apollinaire)

Russian text: Mikhail Kudinov
V transhee on umret do nastuplen’ia nochi,

The one who’s going to die, this evening in the

Moi malen’kii soldat, chei utomlennyi vzgliad

trenches, Is just a little solder, who spends all his

Iz-za ukrytiia sledil vse dni podriad za slavoi.

day idly scanning from his turret

Za slavoi, chto vzletet’ uzhe ne khochet.

The nights trophies hanging

Segodnia on umret do nastuplenn’ia nochi,

Yet for war’s trophied honours he’s no hunger

Moi malen’kii soldat, liubovnik moi i brat.

The one who’s going to die, this evening in the
trenches, That little soldier boy
Is my lover and my brother!

I vot poetomu khochu ia stat’ krasivoi.

And since he’s going to die, I’ll treat him to my

Pust’ iarkim fakelom grud’ u menia gorit,

beauty. My pale breasts’ milky glow shall shine with

Pust’ opalit moi vzgliad zasnezhennye nivy,

an opalescent light

Pust’ poiasom mogil moi budet stan obvit.

The frozen lakes of my eyes shall melt and tremble,

V krovosmeshenii i v smerti stat’ krasivoi

My thighs shall be a cavern for his ecstasy.

Khochu ia dlia togo, kto dolzhen byt’ ubit.

For since he has to die, I’ll treat him to my beauty
In incest and in death, twin gestures without price.

Zakat korovoiu revet, pylaiut rozy,

The lowing cows fill all the sunset with flutt’ring

I sinei ptitseiu moi zacharovan vzgliad.

rose leaves

To probil chas liubvi, i chas likhoradki groznoi.

The blue birds feather tips brush lightly over me

To probil smerti chas, i net puti nazad.

Now is the time for love,

Segodnia on umret, kak umiraiut rozy,

Caresses that burn and madden

Moi malen’kii soldat, liubovnik moi i brat.

Now is the time for death and one long last
farewell.
The one who’s going to perish as even roses perish
Is just a little soldier, my brother and my love.

6. Les attentives II / Madam,
posmotrite!

6. Waiting II
(Guillaume Apollinaire)

(Guillaume Apollinaire )
Russian text: Mikhail Kudinov
Madam, posmotrite! Poteriali vy chto-to…

Madame! Just a moment!

- Akh! Pustyaki! Eto serdtse moe.

Have you not lost something?

Skoree ego podberite.

That? Oh it’s nothing,

Zakhochu otdam. Zakhochu

Just my heart, nothing much,

Zaberu ego snova, pover’te.

Pick it up, just pick it up, would you?

I ia khokhochu, khokhochu, khokhochu,

Thank you! I gave it away, and then took it back,

khokhochu,

It was there in the trenches,

Kha, kha, kha, kha...

And now it’s here, what a joke!

I ia khokhochu, khokhochu

What a joke! What a joke!

Nad liubov’iu, chto skoshena smertiu

Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!
What a joke! What a joke!
All these love affairs cut short by death!

7. A la Santé / V tiur’me Sante

7. In prison

(Guillaume Apollinaire)

(Guillaume Apollinaire)

Russian text: Mikhail Kudinov
Menia razdeli dogola,

Before they put me in the prison cell,

Kogda vveli v tiur’mu.

They stripped me naked

Sud’boi srazhen iz-za ugla,

A voice I never heard before

Nizvergnut ya vo t’mu.

Cried ‘William, where are you now?’

Proshchai, veselyi khorovod,

Farewell, farewell my little songsters!

Proshchai, devichii smiakh.

My pretty ones, farewell.

Zdes’ nado mnoi mogil’nyi svod,

See Laz’rus entering the tomb,

Zdes’ umer ia dlia vsekh.

Not leaving it as once.

Net, ia ne tot,

No, I am not I,

Sovsem ne tot, chto prezhde.

not what I was beforehand

Teper’ ia arestant,

No more a person now,

I vot konets nadezhde.

But just a number fifteen.

V kakoi-to iame, kak medved’, khozhu vpered

Each morning, like a bear I circle round and round

nazad,

a ditch,

A nebo! Luchshe ne smotret’.

Go forward and backward,

Ya nebu zdes’ ne rad.

While the sky is blue, as a chain of steel.

V kakoi-to iame, kak medved’, khozhu vpered,

Forwards and backwards like a bear I circle round

nazad.

and round.

Za chto ty pechal’ mne etu prines?

O God, what will my end be?

Skazhi, vsemogushchii Bozhe.

You know my anguish, for you it was that sent it.

O szhal’sia, szhal’sia! V glazakh moikh netu slez,

Have pity, have pity

Na masku litso pokhozhe.

Have pity on my dry eyes,
Pity, on my deathly pallor

Ty vidish’, skol’ko neschastnykh serdets

On all the wretched hearts that bed within these walls

Pod svodom tiuremnym b’etsia!

Behind these unfeeling prison bars.

Sorvi zhe s menia ternovyi venets!

Have mercy, O God,

Ne to on mne v mozg vop’etsia.

And save me from despair!

Den’ konchilsia. Lampa nad golovoiu gorit,

Oh! Let me not lose my reason! The night falls

okruzhennaia t’moi.

Look! A lamp shines piercing the prison darkness with light

Vse tikho. Nas v kamere tol’ko dvoe:

All’s quiet now, In my cell I am no more alone

Ia i rassudok moi.

Lamp shine and reason’s light!

8. Réponse des Cosaques Zaporogues
au Sultan de Constantinople /
Otvet zaporozhskikh kazakov
Konstantinopol’skomu sultanu

8. Answer of the Zaporozhian
Cossacks to the Sultan of
Constantinople
(Guillaume Apollinaire)

(Guillaume Apollinaire)
Russian text: Mikhail Kudinov
Ty prestupnei Varravy v sto raz.

Oh! A thousand times worse than Barabbas

S Vel’zevulom zhivia po sosedstvu,

And a dog among devils in hell!

V samykh merzkikh grekhakh ty pogriaz.

Beelzebub by your side seems a god!

Nechistotami vskormlennyi s detstva, znai:

From your youth you have fed upon slime and filth!

Svoi shabash ty spravish’ bez nas.

Your sabbaths we will not grace never!!

Rak protukhshii Salonik otbrosy,

Stinking fish spawn’d in Salonika!

Skvernyi son, chto nel’zia rasskazat’,

Vile labyrinth of dreams, without reason or sense

Okrivevshii, gniloi i beznosyi, ty rodilsia,

Bleeding eyeballs goug’d out of their sockets

kogda tvoia mat’ izvivalas’ v korchakh ponosa.

Your mother, that bitch of all bitches bore you

Zloi palach Podol’ia, vzgliani:

Stinking shit cover’d a monster!

Ves’ ty v ranakh, iazvakh i strup’iakh.

Butcher of Podolia, your only loves

Zad kobyly, rylo svin’i,

Scurf and purulent ulcers and scabs,

Pust’ tebe vse snadob’ia skupiat,

You rump of a broodmare! Hogsnout! Sow’s runt!

Chtob lechil ty bolyachki svoi!

Guard your treasure house to pay doctors
Who can cure all your leprous afflictions!

9. O Del’vig, Del’vig!

9. To Delvig

(Wilhelm Küchelbecker)

(Wilhelm Küchelbecker)

O Del’vig, Del’vig! Chto nagrada

O Delvig, Delvig! What’s the reward of all our high

I del vysokikh i stikhov?

endeavours here?

Talantu chto i gde otrada

What use our gifts, what consolation among this

Sredi zlodeev i gluptsov?

pack of knaves and fools?
The lush of Juvenal’s fierce satire rain’d down

V ruke surovoi Iuvenala

shrewd blows on evil men.

Zlodeiam groznyi bich svistit

They blench’d with terror at his onslaught and the

I krasku gonit s ikh lanit.

mighty tyrants trembled

I vlast’ tiranov zadrozhala.

O Delvig, Delvig!

O Del’vig, Del’vig! Chto gonen’ia?

What’s persecution?

Bessmertie ravno udel

Immortal fame regards alike all bold impassion’d

I smelykh vdokhnovennykh del

thought and feeling

I sladostnogo pesnopen’ia.

And all the songs that we have made our own.

Tak ne umret i nash soiuz,

Free and joyful shall not wholly perish

And so our band of brothers proud,
Svobodnyi, radostnyi i gordyi!

United both in joy and sorrow

I v schast’i i v neschast’i tverdyi,

All lovers of the immortal Muse!

Soiuz liubimtsev vechnykh muz.

10. Der Tod des Dichters / Smert’
poeta

10. Death of the Poet
(Rainer Maria Rilke)

(Rainer Maria Rilke)
Russian text: Tamara Sil’man
Poet byl mertv. Litso ego, khrania

He lies there dead, his upturn’d face

vse tu zhe blednost’, chto-to otvergalo,

Is pale and seems averted on the rigid pillows

ono kogda to vse o mire znalo,

Since life and all its meaning parted from him

no eto znan’e ugasalo.

Torn and uprooted from his senses

i vozvrashchalos’ v ravnodush’e dnia.

Returning blankly to the year’s indiff’rent web.

Gde im poniat’, kak dolog etot put’.

The friends who watch’d his life little knew

O, mir i on, vse bylo tak edino:

How closely knit his being was with Nature;

ozera i ushchel’ia, i ravnina

These valleys and these meadows, hills and

ego litsa i sostavliali sut’.

streams,
These were all his face, they form’d his countenance

Litso ego i bylo tem prostorom,

And all this vast expanse still surging towards him

chto tianetsia k nemu i tshchetno l’net,

And seeking to possess him, this too was all him

a eta maska robkaia umret,

and see!

otkryto predostavlennaia vzoram,

His waxen mask now slowly fading

na tlen’e obrechennyi, nezhnyi plod.

Is tender, open, like the inner core flesh
Of any fruit that slowly rots in the air.

11. Schlußstück / Zakliuchenie

11. Conclusion

(Rainer Maria Rilke)

(Rainer Maria Rilke)

Russian text: Tamara Sil’man
Vsevlastna smert’.

Almighty Death

Ona na strazhe

His subjects we,

I v schast’ia chas.

while still we laugh

V mig vysshei zhizhni ona v nas strazhdet,

Think we to stand at the zenith of life

Zhdet nas i zhazhdet

There sounds within us

I plachet v nas.

Death’s weeping voice!

© Boosey & Hawkes 1971

English translation Martin Cooper
© Boosey & Hawkes 1971
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